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Costs go up $75 in 1970-71

Trustees raise fees
By Bruce Larrick
Editor
The University Board of Trustees
passed two measures at the quarterly
meeting Friday that were not designed to
make students any happier.
Both room and board and instructional fees were raised for the 197071 academic year, and a student effort to
gain non-voting membership on the
Board was turned aside.
Room and board fees were raised
from (320 a quarter to $335 a quarter, or
from (960 a year to (1,005 a year. Instructional fees were raised from (160 a
quarter to (170 a quarter, or from (480 a
year to $510 a year.
The only fee not raised was the
services fee, which remains at (50 a
quarter.
For a student living on campus this
means a raise in total fees from (1,590 a
year to (1,665 a year, beginning with the
fall quarter, 1970. This is a total increase
of (75 a year.
President William T. Jerome III and
Board Chairman Donald G. Simmons

expressed regret at the fee increases but
said they were necessary to keep a
balanced budget for the next school year.
Dr. Jerome also said the percentage
of fee increase is less than the percentage
of increase of the cost of living for the last
year.
With the room and board raise, fees at
BG remain lower than at every other
state university, except Youngstown,
which has only 200 resident students.
Bowling Green has 8,200 on campus
students.
In the other important action the
Trustees passed a resolution continuing a
policy of inviting students to their
meetings. They did not place students on
the Board as informal, non-voting
members as requested by Student
Council in a bill passed fall quarter.
Trustee Charles Shanklin said the
Board could not appoint student members because the composition of the
boards of all state universities is decided
by the state legislature and all appointments are made by the governor.
The resolution stated the Board would

continue to invite students to the
meetings and allow the president of the
student body to review the agenda prior
to the meetings and suggest the addition
of items of student interest to the agenda.
Greg Thatch, student body president,
said he was satisfied with the resolution
and hoped it would increase communications between students and
Trustees.
The Board also:
-approved a plan for deferred group
annuity for faculty and staff members.
This plan would allow employees of the
University to have tax for upcoming
years deducted from this year's pay.
-approved the final financing for
construction of the twin-tower dormitory
to be built north of McDonald
Quadrangle, and authorized the
University to buy land adjoining the
construction site to be used for parking
and recreation facilities.
-approved faculty and staff personnel
changes.
-gave a 15-year renewal of a land
lease on campus to the Ohio Fuel Gas Co.

Council views
on Board invitation
By Jim Smith
Issue Editor
Opinion differs among student body officers as to the merit of the
Board of Trustees resolution "inviting" students to its meetings.
Student Council had submitted a proposal to the Board requesting nonvoting status on the board for the student body president and one other
student. The Trustees, however, insisted that only the State Legislature
can alter the makeup of the body, and instead invited students to attend
all meetings, but without Board status.
Greg Thatch, student body president, felt that this was a step in the
right direction.
"In the past," he said, "the Board could have conceivably closed a
meeting to students. Now they must invite students."
One possible flaw lies in the area of semantics-specifically around the
word "meeting."
Thatch admitted that the invitations may not extend to the morning
workshops before the actual public meeting. It is in these workshops that
a great deal of action takes place. The question revolves around whether
the conclave is a "workshop" or a "meeting."
Another positive point. Thatch feels, is that Council can now review
the agenda of the meetings in advance. They had not had this privilege
before.
"We can also put items on the agenda," Thatch remarked, "and be
sure the proposal will come up. Before the Board didn't have to bring
such items up."
"They could have definitely gone further," Thatch added, "but it was
about as much as I expected, and therefore I was happy with it"
He added that student representation on the President's Advisory
Council is better than membership on the Board of Trustees.
"The Trustees only approve policy decisions," Thatch explained,
"PAC advises the President concerning the decisions he makes."
Thatch's top vice presidents, however, were not quite as enchanted
with the action of the Board.
"The resolution is vague," contended Tom Carton, vice president of
rules and regulations. "The Board only gave lip service to the student
requests. The resolution was as mild as possible without outrightly
denying the requests. I was very displeased."
Prior to the meeting, Carton had high hopes of success for the
proposal. The only concrete benefit of the proposal, he feels, is the ability
to review the agenda.
As far as admittance to meetings, Carton said that this didn't include
the morning workshops, and was therefore of little value.
"All the work is done in the workshops," Carton insisted. "The public
meetings are only a show. Everything is decided before they even take
place."
Carton isn't even sure that this move is a step in the right direction. He
expressed fears that the Board may use the proposal against any further
student attempts to gain recognition.
Roger Coate, vice president of academic affairs, was in agreement
with Carton.
Aside from the ability to review the agenda prior to meetings, Coate
saw nothing new in the resolution.
"Anybody can suggest items for the agenda," he said. He added that it
was highly unlikely that the Board would close any of the public meetings
to students.
Coate quoted a high administrative official as saying that some
Trustees don't want students to take part in the workshops.
He expressed bafflement as to the members' reasoning, however.
"I can't understand why the Board won't lavite students into
workshops so we can discuss matters with them in private," he said.

-approved the operating budget for
residence halls and dining halls for 197071.
The Board discussed the Warren King
Management Study, a report on the
administration of all state universities in
Ohio with President Jerome saying it
was basically a good report. He also said
that some sections were "totally
unrealistic" especially those concerning
classroom use and the number of administrators at the universities.
The "King Report" criticizes the
University for inefficient
use of
classroom space and an "unnecessary"
number of administrators. In comparing BG and the University of Toledo,
the report said BG had three times as
many administrators as TU, while both
have about the same number of students.
BG's "Mission: Expanding Horizons"
has reached its goal of (2 million ID
private donations, it was announced.
Eugene R. Wilson, director of development, said a goal of (100 million was not
unrealistic for the 1970's.
A short discussion of computational
services was also held, with President
Jerome lamenting the resignation of M.
Hawley Smith, who ran the computer
center.
Dr. Jerome said Smith would be
missed, and that a total review of the
efficiency of he computer center would
have to be made.
The next meeting of the Board of
Trustees is scheduled for Friday, March

Biafra ends 30-month conflict
as leader, family flee country
LAGOS, Nigeria (AP) - Biafra's
surrender after 30 months of war was
accepted in a midnight broadcast last
night by Nigerian federal leader Ma].
Gen. Yakubu Gowon. He urged all
Nigerians to treat the defeated rebels as
brothers.
The capitulation ended a secession
that wiped out nearly a generation of Ibo
tribe children-perhaps two million lives
over all-and shattered black Africa's
once most promising natio .
A massive international effort took
shape to care for perhaps four million
hungry Ibos expected to emerge from
within Biafra's dwindled boundaries
following the surrender.

Tom Carton

Roger Coate

Maj. Gen. Philip Effiong a minority
Efik tribesman left in charge when
Biafra's leader, Gen. C. Odumegwu
Ojudwu, caught one of the last flights out,
capitulated in a broadcast at 4:40 p.m. 10:40 a.m. He agreed to discuss terms in
the framework of a united Nigeria.
He ordered his troops disengaged and
appealed o the federal leader, Ma]. Gen.
Yaku bu Gowon on, for a cease fire while
a settlement was negotiated.
A top level federal military
spokesman had no immediate comment
on the surrender, except to say: "That's
what we expected, in any case. He had no
choice."
When OJukwu seceded May 30,1967 to
safequard Ibo security, Biafra was the
entire Eastern Region - 30,000 square
miles. At the end it was sliced to less than
1,000 square miles. The last link to the
world, Uli airstrip, was pounded tc
rubble by Soviet - built bombers and
fighters. Heavy casualties were suffered
by both sides as Biaf rans resisted f utilely
to the end.
Effiong's broadcast on Radio Biafra,
a mobile station playing Beethoven and
funeral music all day, was brief.
The 45 year old chief of the general

Music School wins autonomy
The University School of Music,
described by its director as the first
"guinea pig" to break off from its college
can now pattern the music student's
curriculum more closely to its individual's needs.
The school's independence grant was
announced late yesterday by the
University Academic Affairs under Dr.
Stanley Coffman.
The issue was decided by a 6-6 vote
deciding with Chairman Coffman casting
the decisive vote.
Dr. James P. Kennedy, music school
director, welcomed the grant of
autonomu and emphasized the move was
designed primarily to make the music
curricula more relevant to its students., "There was no feeling of animosity
and DO hard feelings while the matter

was under consideration, nor do I think
there are any now that the autonomy
recommendation has been approved."
Dr. Kennedy said.
At least one administrator remained
somewhat skeptical, however.
College of Education Dean Theodore
J. Jenson said his major concern was
that professional courses of his college
not be dropped from the Music School's
course list. Dean Jenson said he was
certain they would not be dropped.
Dr. Kennedy said he saw no reason for
any major curriculum adjustments now.
"As our purpose is to use this School
as a field endeavor for students, this
necessitates a number of professional
courses being left in. Musical majors of
course, go into numerous fields, such as

Nowt photo by John Jockton

PRESIDENT JEROME
and Board of Trustees Chairman Donald
Simmons contemplate fee hike and student representation topics at
Friday's meeting. Student government leaders were present to hear
their request denied for the placement of non.voting student members
on the Board.

teaching, performing, conducting and
composing, so a certain number of
professional courses are required," said
Dr. Kennedy.
"We have worked for 10 years to
achieve this status, " Dr. Kennedy said.
"It has great prestige values, as we're
trying to create a greater cultural
climate for all the colleges. We consider
this independence, then, a recognition of
our past achievements and of confidence
in us in the future."
Dr. Kennedy said his school would
continue to help all College of Education
students who have music courses in their
requirements.
"We're not going off in a corner by
ourselves," Dr. Kennedy explained. "We
want to be a more active part of the

whole University community."
A sub-committee was- appointed by
■* Academic Council to meet with
representatives of the College of
Education and the School of Music to
work out problems connected with the
granting of independence.
This committee will consider possible
problems in student registration in both
the School of Music and the College of
Education and admission of students to
professional courses.
It wili also consider organizational
adjustments within the School of Music,
the problem of music education courses
and the relationship of the School o<
Music to a possible College of fine Art*.
Approximately 300 students are
presently enrolled in the School of Music.

staff said: "I am convinced now a stop
must be put to the bloodshed that is going
on as a result of
the war. I am also
convinced that the suffering of our people
must be brought to an end,
"I urge Gen, Gowon in the name
of humanity to order his troops to pause
while an armistice is negotiated.
"Those elemenls of the old government regime who have made negotiation
and
reconciliation
impossible have voluntarily removed
themselves from our midst.
"A delegation of our people is
therefore ready to meet the Nigerian
government anywhere for peace settlement on the basis of the OAU
resolutions calling for one Nigeria."
OAU is the Organization of African
Unity.
He said Sir I ..mis Mbanefo, Biafra's
chief justice, would head the five man
team.
Mbanefo is also to head an
advisory council to advise Effiong in
running the affairs of government.

Effiong thanked the foreign governments who helped Biafra, for their
support. He called on all nations to
persuade the federal government to
cease fire and discuss peace.
The British trained officer said he had
a mandate from the military and people
to make the step. There was little
resistance expected from the war-weary
nation, faced with killing , starvation and
constant moving for many months.
Reaction was surprisingly slow to hit
Lagos a bouncy city living for the entire
war under a partial nighttime blackout,
with rigid economic restrictions.
Effiong's Efik tribe is a minority in
the former Eastern Region which joined
the secession. Efik leaders in recaptured
areas claim they were constrained to join
the Ibos because their region, around
Calabar in the southeast, formed a
natural geographic part of Biafra's
original confines.

City cites landlords
The landlords of a home occupied by
10 University students have been
charged with violating the city's zoning
laws by unlawfully operating a rooming
house in an R-3 residential district.
Robert W. Maurer, assistant Wood
County prosecutor, and Allen A. Green, a
Bowling Green High School teacher,
were cited for renting the house at 724 E.
Wooster to students without a zoning
variance permit.
The city's charge is based upon the
new zoning ordinance which went into
effect last December 1.
The term "family" was re-defined to
mean blood relatives, and any group not
constituting a family was prohibited
from living in the R-2 and R-3 residential
areas without the variance permit.
The law is not retroactive, and it was
not expected to effect homes which have
been previously used as student-rental
properties.
In this case, although the house was
leased by the students on Nov. 17, before
the new ordinance went into effect, it was
not occupied until Jan. 3.
The large private home was purchased by Maurer and Green last
November and prior to Dec. 1, had been
occupied by a single family.
Maurer said yesterday the city
contends physical occupancy constitutes
the previous use of the property. "They
allege we started using the home as a
boarding house after Dec. 1," he said.
But he is basing his case on the fact
that the home was leased to the students
before the new law look effect.
He said he is "neither optimistic nor
pimimjitir about the outcome of
the
case," but would like to get a lot of things
cleared up.
There are a number of other houses

which were leased to students tor tne
first time before the new law took effect,
but which weren't occupied until
January.
Maurer wouldn't disclose the names
of the owners, but said they were
anxiously awaiting the court's decision
on the matter.
The two landlords are to be arraigned
in municipal court on Jan. 16, at which
time a trial date will be set. They were
arrested last Wednesday.
The city learned about the case when
Maurer and Green applied for a sewer
tap permit last week. The tap was denied
because the city believed the house
violated zoning regulations.
The two took the matter to the Sixth
District Court of Appeals in Toledo,
claiming the ordinance was retroactive
and denied due process of law
The court granted them a writ of
mandamus ordering the city to issue a
sewer connection to the home or show
cause for the denial of the permit.
City Solicitor, Richard Marsh, said
last week he would file an answer to the
court. He said the rooming house cannot
legally be considered a nonconforming
use, and therefore would not be granted a
sewer tap.
Marsh could not be contacted
yesterday for comment.
Uving in the house are Roger Short
(sr. ZD . Randy Short (soph. ED), Steve
Meye: (j" EDI, Bill King (soph. ED),
Bill Rufenacht (soph. ED), Aarne
Tammisaar (soph. ED), Rick Olsen
(soph. ED) and Ken Gliege (sr. ED).
Two of the names were withheld on
AccordnfwSurer me water was
shut off by the city yesterday. He had no
explanation.
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As anyone who has attended a meeting of the Board knows, they
are elaborately planned with little or no discussion of items and
unanimity in most all the votea.
The real work of the Board takes place in informal discussions
not considered to be meetings and therefore not open to studenta.
The format meetings each quarter are open to anyone who wishes
to attend, so the practice of inviting students to the meetings is
superfluous to say the least.
For students to have any say in the major decisions affecting
the l.'niversity, they must be admitted to the work sessions, where
they could give the student point of view effectively and make
sure it was being given proper consideration.
Greg Thatch sold out on this issue at the meeting Friday. Me
knows very well what is necessary to give student views adequate
representation at llourd meetings, yet he has accepted a decision
by the liourd that gives lip service to student opinions only.
By saying he was satisfied with the decision, Thatch may have
set student attempts to get on the Board of Trustees back several
years. If the Board thinks students are satisfied with what they

epiTeRiaLS
student sell-out
The Hoard of Trustees Friday paaaed a reaolulion it aaya will
increase communication between studcnts- and the Truateea, and
Student liody President Greg Thatch expreaaed satisfaction at the
Hoard's action.
In reality, the resolution paaaed changea nothing.
All it aaya ia thiit the Hoard will continue its present policy of
inviting students to meetings and allow the Student liody President to review the agendu and suggest itemB of interest to the students to be placed on the agenda.

opinion

are getting now, it will not bother itself with the problem in the
near future.
The main excuse given by the Trustees for not placing students
on the Board as non-voting members is that the composition of the
boards of stale universities is up to the state legislature, and the
governor appoints the members.
But the Board could, if it wished, give informal memberships to
students without running afoul of the law. It could invite studenta
to be in on all meetings, whether they be formal meetings or informal work sessions.
Since Thatch aeems to have ruined the possibilities of any tvpe
of membership for students, there is one course of action that could
be taken to achieve students membership on the Board.
Board member R.C. ninzeler's term expires this vear, and Gov.
Rhodes can either reappoint him or appoint someone else. If he
could be persuaded to appoint a student as a voting member, then
the problem would be solved.
This is a dim prospect, but it is all we have now that the Board
and Greg Thatch have submarined informal, non-voting membership.

i knew I could count on your support"

familiar hypocrisy of higher education
By Michael Saba
Guest Columnist
Last year I was a junior majoring in
English at Bowling Gr vt. During the
second quarter of that year, after a
growing realization of the absurdidty of
handing hard-earned money to this
school in return for frustration and
despondency, I dropped out.
A familiar story, of course, one whose
retelling can only bore the student and
teacher well aware of the spirit-killing
potency of today's scholastic institutions.
To any honest observer, Bowling
Green seems to exist only to drain
whatever is left of the frankness and
sincerity of the human product of twelve
years of public education. It is a finishing
school expertly designed to cultivate
half-educated automatons who cannot
(or choose not to) perceive the lies
around them.
Some may survive a college
education with traces of cerebral
freshness. But they are mutants. One
cannot expect an organization as large as
Bowling Green to work at one hundred
per cent efficiency. Try as it might, it
cannot dull every mind completely and
irreversibly. It's record is good,
however.
Since I have withdrawn from school, I
have attended several classes in order to
refresh my conviction that the classroom
ritual at Bowling Green is superficial,
dull, and phony. I am rarely disappointed.
An example from a couple of days
ago. A friend invited me to an education
' class during which the teacher showed •
movie entitled "Sixteen in Webster
Grove." The film, a beautifully done CBS
special from 1965, said that the children
of contemporary, middle-class America
are shallow, materialsistic beings whose
primary goal is security, who display
little compassion and express scant
criticism of their parents' values.
After the film, the class held a
discussion that was sadly typical of
an
independent
student
voice

reform. The producers told us that they
believe that our culture's philosophical
confusion is stymieing the intellectual
growth of your young.
Youth, according to the film, is
acquiesing to dead rules, outmolded
authority, selfish material values.
No one is this class pointed out this
fact. No one was indignant. No one
argued about anything apparently
because everyone agreed. Agreed about
what?
If they ever did suspect that fact, they
kept their anger well hidden as children
must who by now are cynically resigned
to the familiar hypocrisy of sixteen years
of education.

-our man Hoppe

the least harm
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Once upon a time there was a man of
good will named Goodwyn Goodwill
whose only desire was to leave the world
a better place for his passing through it.
And he was happy.
He had a happy wife and three happy
children and they lived in a happy house
with a happy dog and a happy cat. And
they had a lovely garden.
Then one day Goodwill took up the
study of ecology-ecology having suddenly become quite the rage.
The first thing he read was that
pesticides were leaching from the soil to
poison the waters of the ocean. "I can't
poison the waters of the ocean," he said.
So he renounced pesticides and let the
snails take over the garden.
The next thing he read was that the
smoke and fumes he produced were
befouling the crystalline air. "I can't
befoul the crystalline air," he said. So he
gave up smoking, driving the family car
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James Rhodes).
But no one questioned the film's
validity. No student disagreed with the
message of the film which ridiculed the
fruition of the American Dream. The
good citizens of Webster Grove were fat
and content.
Why was there no comment about
that? Why should affluent Americans
worry about injustice outside their little
worlds when our basic philosophy rests
on free enterprise and competition?
How could these students accept the
film so placidly? Can they actually
believe that they are any different from
the students of Webster Grove High?
The film plainly expressed an opinion
that transcended token educational

academic discourse in the Bowling Green
undergraduate classroom.
But first a word about the course
whose name, "Project Interaction"
reminds me of a federal scheme akin to
"Project Intercept" or "Mission Impossible."
Prospects for American education
look mournful if this is the best that the
College of Education can offer. The tone
and substance of the discussion were
indistinguishable from the dullest of the
required lectures which this university
offers ad nauseum.
A few students offered as solutions to
the problem presented by the film some
minor educational reforms (nongraded
courses, more vocational schools a la

bruce m. larrick
lee d. sle'phenson
james p. marino
danneene j. fry
janice m. jones
gan /. davit
kenneth a. berzof
glen epplttton
rivhard m. Harris
A. John holtz
Constance r. toll
donald luce
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and fires in the fireplace.
Then he read that overgrazing by
livestock was causing serious soil
erosion. "I can't erode the soil of my
planet," he said. So he gave up eating
meat and wearing leather products going barefoot summer and winter.
Goodwill felt he was now at least
holding his own until he read that he,
personally, required more than seven
tons of fuel each year to warm, transport
and illuminate himself.
And he was thus destroying at a
prodidlous rate irreplaceable reserves
of coal and oil that nature had taken eons
to create.
;: '.' •.'!; - ..'. :.'..
"Good heavens!" he cried dazedly.
And he turned off the furnace, doused the
lights and gave up riding the bus.
In his cold, dark house, he could now
read only in the daytime. This was fortunate because it was a full week before
he stumbled across still another
staggering statistic: He, personally,
required no less than five tons of food,
minerals and forest products each and
every year to maintain himself in a
civilized state.
Worse yet, he threw away annually,
all by himself, one ton of beer cans, pop
bottles milk cartons and other empty
containers that now littered a once
pristine America.
To save on food, a panicky Goodwill
went on a strict diet, eating nothing but
dandelion greens and boiled thistles.
To save on minerals, he eschewed
tinfoil, ballpoint pens and loose change.
And to preserve the forests, he swore
never to read anything printed on paper
again.
That was good. Because a full month
passed before Goodwill heard on his
neighbor's radio a scientist explaining
how each of us breathes in life-giving
oxygen and breathes out poisonous
carbon dioxide.
It was then that the awful tru'h hit
him: "On this overcrowded planet." he
said to himself, "the only way a man can
stop doing harm to the ecology is to drop
dead."
So he gave up breathing.
His last wish was to take up as little
space as possible in death. Thus, he was
cremated and his ashes scattered. Most
of his remains therefore became smog.
And his ashes, containing ten parts per

'WELL, NOW-CLASS WILL PROCEED AS NORMAL .

million of indestructable DDT, washed
down to the poisoned sea.
Moral: As you go through life, don't
worry about doing the most possible
good. Just worry about doing the least
possible harm.

news Lerrers
too numb
to feel
"The archtypes of horror as well as of
Joy, of war as well as of peace lose their
catastrophic character in contemporary
industrial society." ...Herbert Marcuse,
"The One Dimensional Man."
And so life goes on amid the unfelt
agonies and horrors of Songmy and the
war in Vietnam.
Too numb to feel, Americans continue
to pursue their life-long preoccupation
with the good life, a wretched life style
which robs them of their humanity and
substitutes it with patriotism and a
concept of
"The Great Society,"
society with a political philosophy
democratic unfreedom.
For quite some time now it is no
longer an American ideal to question
authority.
Yours is not to reason why, yours is
but to do it, or sit It out in prison. Love It
or you know what. . .you are a cog In a
machine, a ticket in a lottery. Regardless
of your humanity you are an American
first.
And what are you fighting? Why
Totalitarianism of course.
Robert Welgl
310 Anderson

the basic life
Once in a while (and not infrequently)
a revelation comes to me that is like the
air after a spring shower-clean and
lusty, reverberating with liveliness.
That revelation is that the life of a

let's bear from you
The News welcomes letters to the
editor and student and faculty column*.
Letters expressing your reaction to any
event or situation must include the
signature and address of the author and
may be nulled to the BG News, IN
University Hall or submitted In person at
the News office.
Columns may deal with any topic but
should be at sufficient length (two to
three typewritten pages) to be treated as
such. Columns should be titled and may
be submitted at the News office accompanied by the author's signature and
phone number.
Columns and letters should be
typewritten and triple-spaced. Letters
should not exceed MB words la length.
The News maintains the right to edit
articles submitted with relation to goad
taste and the tews of libel.

child, no matter how silly an "adult"
may think it, is to me the most sane,
basic and realistic on earth. I have no
doubt that 99 out of 100 will disagree but
then I also think that there is that one
person who will agree.
A child is not "burdened" in the same
way an adult is-the child is "burdened"
by the fact that he is desperate to learn. I
have yet to see a child who can sit down
for five minutes without anything to do.
Adults, and I don't consider myself
ever being one-what punishmentconsider this as "bothersome" because
they have "more important things to
do". I feel flattered when a child
volunteers his confidences to me and I'd

die of shame if I ever revelaed his secrets
entrusted to me.
This voluntary act seems to mean
"You're worthy of being told". They
trust you to understand and in a child's
world this is very important.
This lovely initiative on the part of a
child could "frighten" an adult to some
degree because they don't realize (or hey
do realize) the importance to the child of
the parent-child relationship.
Too many adults aren't up to the
importance of it and I consider it a first
priority.
Helen Pendleton
435
Batchelder

knocks drug use seminar
I attended the "seminar" on drugs on January 7th in the Union, and as I
listened to the speaker and watched the movies, one thought kept recurring in
my mind-'I think I'm going to throw up." I have never heard such gibberish in
my entire life:
Standing in front of a group of "little piggies in their starched white shirts,"
the master of ceremonies during the movies brought fear into Che hearts of
those in attendance with accounts of "the injection of peanut butter into their
veins by some youths." Is this where "peanut butter is better than pot" comes
from? In an era when scientific evidence is replacing rumor in drug research,
the sponsors of the seminar set the clock back thirty years by passing out a
leaflet entitled "Marijuana: The Assasin of Youth."
I'm sure all who read this are familiar with the Anti-Narcotic League of
America. They are responsible for this leaflet, which contained such literary
masterpieces as "a user of marijuana is a degenerate."
Better yet were their revelations of the disasterous effects of the "killer
weed." I should like to point out that these quotes are not taken out of context.
"The victim (the potsmoker) frequently undergoes such moral degeneracy
that he will he and steal without scruple; he becomes utterly untrustworthy and
often drifts into the underworld, where, with his degenerate companions, he
commits high crimes and misdemeanors. Marijuana sometimes gives a man
the lust to kill, unreasonably and without motive. Many cases of assault, rape,
robbery, and murder are traced to the use of marijuana."
"In the tetter stage of the intoxication caused by this "killer weed", the
intense overexcitement of the nerves and emotions leads to uncontrollable
irritability and violent rages which in most advanced form causes assault and
murder! Illusions pass into hallucinations ( a temporary state of insanity) that
has caused horrifying murders. The drug has a corroding effect on the body and
the mind, weakening the entire physical system and often leading to insanity."
I am as concerned about "drug abuse" as anyone. We live in a drug-oriented
society, and too many kids screw themselves up on dope-I've been through it.
But when you feed the ruling class this kind of stuff, you defeat your own DUTpose.
I'm sure many of the people who read the leaflet are getting their shotguns
ready at this moment for fear that the BG potsmokers are plotting to murder
them in their sleep.
The major disaster, however, is that any parent who tells his teenager to
read that leaflet is going to receive gales of laughter as a reaction. Any kid with
anything on the ball is going to know that the above quotes are pure
unadulterated garbage. Anything his parents snow him thereafter, the kid wili
regard as more of the same, no matter hcrw true
If you want to scare kids off drugs, the best thing might be for the school
board to invite a speed freak to babble incoherently in front of a school
assembly. Oh yes, I would also suggest that mom and dad throw away their UDS
and downs.
^
Pete Nestor
2MConklin
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artists find expression

Nt>wi photo by AUn Burrowi

Robert K. Cresante,
sculptor kind of artist

Art — a release in clay and paint
By DIANE BAKKON
Staff Reporter

'. . . / also keep my bad work

(Ed.) chose art because he
likes to be creative.
"I get satisfaction out of
Art. Its a feeling Inside creating something," said
you; pent up emotions; an Harris. "Certain things that
intense feeling that you just affect my emotions compel
have to get out; a form of me to deal with them in a
expression.
medium. I chose art."
Some people write poetry,
"Sculpting not only
some create music and others relieves my frustrations,"
take pictures-all in an effort Robert K. Cresante, sr. (B.A.)
to express their feeling in explained, "but I also like to
some tangible way. AU are create for the enjoyment and
artists in their own fields. All self-satisfaction I get out of it.
are releasing emotions in their Clay Is easy to work with. You
own ways.
can add to it or subtract from
However it's the picture, it. It has great flexibility."
pottery, sculpture kind of said Karen Anne MacMurray,
artist
who
Is
really fr. (B.A.).
fascinating.
"To be in art you have to
The question a lot of non- be creative," and to be
artists have is why some creative you have to use your
people choose art as a way of mind. It's a challenge and
expressing themselves.
that's very Important to me."
Theydo It for a variety
What motivates an artist
of reasons. For some it is to continue creating? Surely
accomplishment, for others it he isn't just blessed with a
is satisfaction, and for others super mind that's always
it Is a way to release emotions. coming up with something
"I thought' about going new and exciting all the time.
into writing," commented
"It's not so much that we
Margaret M. Boose, jr. LA.
have more ideas than anyone
"but I can express myself else. I think it's just that we
better in art. More people see can recognize our ideals
art and appreciate it, and to better than most people and
me that's satisfying."
then we deal with them," said
Michael D. Harris, sr. Harris.

An artist won't always be
successful in his attempts to
create something aesthetic.
Many times he falls, but
there's always something
there-something motivating
him to keep on. Why does he
have all this stamina? Why is
he able to start again so soon
after failure?
Miss Boose explained it
this way:

"When I finish something
that's not quite right-well, I
guess that's what keeps
driving me on. If we were
satisfied with everything we
did, we'd probably just quit.
What good would that do?"
"When I make something
I like, I want to continue,"
said Cresante. "But I also
keep all my bad work and
hang It on my walls. It
motivates me and I can learn
from It."
It's a part of most artists
to never feel completely
satisfied. They use that little
bit disatisfaction they feel
after creating something as a
step to Improvement. For
many artists, It's frustrating
when an idea is only half
there. They know it's there,
but they can't quite express It.
One girl expressed the

and hang it on my walls.
It motivates me and I
can learn from it'

CORRECTION:

MIDDLE CLASS YOUTH

is back

Pleaz'n Foods1 ad of
Wednesday, Jan. 7,
should have read:
PIZZA available after 6 pm
(NO DELIVERY)

Kappa Sigma
CONGRATULATES OUR
BROTHERS'AND
WELCOMES OUR
NEW SISTERS
ENGAGEMENTS:
DENNWJONI
POS-NANCY
SUPER - ANITA
TOM -BARB

PINNINGS:
JEFF -SHARON
CHUCK - ROBBIE
BOB-CINDY

LAVALIERINGS:
FROG - DEBBIE
BABY BRUCK • CHERYL
DICK • DENBE
RICK - CANDY
RALPH-MARTY

THE MAYSLES BROTHERS NEW FILM

JAN 13-17
TUE 201 HAYES 730x9:30
WED 105 HANNA "
*
THU "
•
•
■
Ml •
"
•
»
11:30
SAT •
"...
■
ADM $1.00

RE PROUD OF THE
STAR AND CRESCENT

STARTS TONITE!!

feeling, "like right now an
idea Is only half there-I can't
quite get it and it's really
bugging me."
Probably
the
most
frustrating of all situations an
artist encounters is when he
sees someone looking at a
piece of his work with indifference.
Whether other people like
it or dislike it doesn't really
matter to the artist. The artist
cares about creating an intense feeling for the viewer.

That might mean a viewer
intensely dislikes a piece of
art, but the fact remains he
shows some emotion. This is
what an artist is striving forsomething that has meaning.
But in the wake of intense
emotions,
enormous
frustrations, and sometimes
failure, there is always a
feeling of genuine pride and
satisfaction in a piece of work
that comes out Just so. A
finished piece of work that
really expresses what one

feels Is worth all the work and
emotion*! involvement.
Ore st'ident feels pride
when I e locUs at a particular
piece he has created, then he
feels a sense of accomplishment. Later, though,
he starts to look at it critically
to determine If that's true
expression of himself.
Art Isn't Just a matter of
throwing a piece of clay on a
potter's wheel or paint on a
canvas. That clay or paint can
be anything an artist wants it
to be. It's all up to him.
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Aide, lobbyist face charges

woru>»nEws
.V.9
Reds for office?
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court agreed
yesterday to decide whether states may forbid Communist
Party candidates to run for office.
The court also will rule on the constitutionality of the 1954
Communist Control Act - the finding by Congress that the party
is a menace to the United States and should be outlawed.
A federal court in Minnesota had ordered the state to allow
Communist candidates for president and vice president to appear on the ballot in November, 1968. But the court said it could
not rule' regarding future elections and declined to pass
judgment on the 1954 law.

Israeli jets strike

- ',
%

N.w. ph.!. ky Mlk. A»j»n.li

MARSHA LESLIE, Miss Miami University
('671 and first runner up to Miss New York
City CM) coordinates Miss BGSU pageant to
begin at 7:30 p.m. Thursday

Career
anning
acpment
Service

TEI, AVIV l AP) - Israeli jets swung into action on three
.Arab fronts yesterday downing three Syrian planes, striking at
Egyptian military targets and pounding guerrilla bases in
U'banon, the Israeli military command said.
The Syrian planes, Soviet - made MIG21's, were intercepted
as they tried to attack Israeli positions in the occupied Golan
Heights. A spokesman said the dogfight took place at altitudes
ranging from "very low" up to 20,000 feet.

Space changes due
WASHINGTON {API - The White House said yesterday
there will be a realignment of some priorities in the nation's
space program and that the space budget probably will not be
more than it is in the current fiscal year.
This word came from presidential press secretary Ronald
I.. Ziegler. He said President Nixon will make a statement on
the future of the space program probably after his Jan. 22 State
of the Union address, but that the date for the statement has not
been set.

Teacher Candidates
LIVONIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS, LIVONIA,
MICHIGAN ANNOUNCES AN OPPORTUNITY
FOR YOU TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE
LIVONIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND EXTENDS
AN INVITATION FOR YOU TO ATTEND OUR
GENERAL INTERVIEW AND DISCUSSION
SESSIONS TUES., JAN. $0. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, PLEASE CHECK WITH THE
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES FOR
INTERVIEW DATE AND TIMES. OUR
REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE LOOKING
FORWARD TO MEETING WITH YOU.

Teaching Positions in
Weston, Massachusetts
... I I you are interested in a suburban school
system (12 miles from Boston) an and willing to
give yourself to quality education, we won.' i be
pleased to consider you for a teaching position in
Weston, Massachusetts.
. . Weston is a small New England community
which prides Itsellf on Its schools and has a
relatively high teacher salary schedule including
many fringe benfefits.

On Campus Interviews:
January 23

Mr

Thomas T. MrFar1111

Asst. Supl. of Personnel
Weston Public Schools

NEW YORK (AP) - Martin Sweig, suspended senior aide
of House Speaker John W. McCormick, ard Nathan M.
Voloshen, a New York lawyer, were indicted yesterday on
criminal conspiracy charges of using the speaker's office in
cases pending before government agencies.
Sweig, 48, was suspended by McCormack last Oct. 16
from his job as administrative assistant to the Massachusetts
Democrat. Voloshen, 71, has been pictured as a lobbyist and
friend of McCormack and Sweig, who sought influence
through the association.
It cited a $50,000 payment by Parvin Dohrmann Co. to
Voloshen for "services rendered in re SEC."
The SEC suit said that when the commission was about to
suspend trading of Parvin Dohrmann stock last May 6 Sweig
arranged a meeting in an unsuccessful attempt to lift the
suspension.

The following employment
jpportunities are available for
the week of December 1.
Appointments for interviews
can be made in the Office of
Career
Planning
and
Placement Services, third
floor, of the Student Services
Building.
BUSINESS
JANUARY 19
Royal Globe Insurance Co. Underwriters, Claims Adj.,
Administrative Mgg., Special
Agents, System Analysts.
Dana Corporation - Internal
Auditors
for
financial
management, Summer employment in Accounting.

The violations alleged by the SEC Included failure to
disclose the $50,000 payment to Voloshen and a $500,000
finder's fee paid to a Chicago lawyer, Sidney R. Korshak. in
connection with Parvin Dohrmann's acquisition of the
Stardust Motel in Las Vegas.
The Jurers said Sweig lied in denying that:
-He made appointments for Voloshen at the SEC, except
in the matter of Parvin Dohrmann;
-He contacted Army officials in behalf of a Voloshen
client;
-He contacted the Bureau of Prisons on behalf of under worldl figure Salvator
Granello, convicted stock
swindler Edward M. Gilbert or convicted draft law violater
Joseph Maizlish of California;
-He knew Emanuel Bello, a New England underworld
figure convicted of receiving stolen bonds.

Employment Opportunities

Seidman & Seidman - Ac- Cement Co. - Industrial Sales,
Dist. Management, Credit
countants
Rep.
Idventhol, Krekstekn, HorJANUARY 20
General Telephone & Elec- wath & Horwath, CPA - Actronics Service Corp. - In- countants.
Penn
Central
Co.
ternal Auditors.
The Atlantic Companies - Management Science, Acct.,
Claims, Underwriting, Husiness-All.
Production, Personnel & Staff Pittsburgh National Bank Management Training
positions.
The Lubrizol Companies - Program.
Household Finance Corp. •
Research Chemists.
Burroughs Wellcome - Sales, Executive Trainee's.
Pharaceutical.
City National Bank & Trust
Cole National Corporation - Co., of Cleveland - Branch
Open Schedule.
Adm. , Trust Operations,
Marketing, Data Proc., Bank
JANUARY 21
Operations.
I^high Portland Portland Harries Seybold Co. - Acct.,

Yes We're
"Falcon, Hunting"
Again
THE ATLANTIC COMPANIES A MEDIUM
SIZED PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE
GROUP
OFFERS
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL LIBERAL ARTS
AND BUSINESS MAJORS IN . . .

-UNDERWRITING -CLAIMSSYSTEMS-PRODUCTION-PERSONNEL

Training In New York City,
Chicago, Houston or Chatham, NJ.

Credit, Financial, Ind.
Relations,
Personnel
Production, Territory Sales.

Services - Counselor.

JANUARY 22

U.S. Department of the Navy Civilian
Personnel
Secretarial Positions.

Livonia PubUc .Schools, mich.
Open Schedule.

JANUARY 22

South Euclin - Lyndhurst Cuty
Schools, O. - AJ Areas.

American National Red Cross
- Open Schedule.

JANUARY 21

Sylvania Electric Products,
Inc. - Design Devel., Appl.
Engr., Sales, Marketing,
Prod. Supr.
The Mt. Sinai Hospital of
Cleveland - Personnel
Secretaries,
Biology,
Chemistry.
The Cleveland Clinic Foundation - Open Schedule.
Shell Oil Company - Service
Station. Managers.
JANUARY 23
R.R. Donnelly & Sons - Open
Schedule.
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co
- Production Trainee, Sales
Trainees,
Computer
Systems Trainees.
Dayton Daily News Copy
Editors, Reporters.
The Mead Corporation - Sales.

AGENCIES AND
COLLEGES

SCHOOLS
JANUARY 19
Portage Township Schools,
Ind. - 'Openings in most
areas.
Berea City Schools, O. - Open
Schedule.
Seattle Public Schools,
Washington - El. Ed., Sec. Ed.
Heintzen Public School Dist,,
Mich. - Open Schedule.
Kenmore Public Schools, NY.
- Open Schedule
Painesville Schools, O. - Open
Schedule.
JANUARY 20

JANUARY 19
Ferris State College, School of
Business - Instructors: Acct.,
Advert, Gen. Bus., Finance,
Data Proc, Mgt., Mktg.,
Sales.
Ohio Division of Corrections Adult Parole Authority - Open
Schedule.
JANUARY 20

JANUARY 21

Taylor Public School Dist.,
Mich. - Eng., Home Ec, Ind.
Ed., Languages, Math. M.R.,
Heading, Speech It Hearing.
Orange Board of Education,
O. - AU Areas.
Shaker Heights Board of Ed.,
O.h- El. E.D. Sec. Ed.. Math,
Chem., Gen. Sci.
Dade County Public Schools,
Fla. - AU Areas.
Prince George's County, Md. AU Areas.
East China Township Schools,
Mich. - El. Ed., Ind. Ed.,
Library Sci., Emot., M.R.,

West Shore Community
College - Faculty: Bus. Ed.,
Eng., Phys. Ed.,Biol., Math,
Welding-Drafting, Counselor. Reading.
Ohio Bureau of Employment Portage Township Schools,

Campus Interviews
January 20, 1970

POTENTIAL
info an
executive

New York State
Invites You To

POSITION!
You realize you have potential
. . . but, you hov» no idea of
how to COnVwi! il into O lOCCOIS
ful politic*
. . the type of
potition, whoro you will be
assured of o future fhot will
utiliie tbit potential loit» tulleit
Talk to Our representative
Mr C P Kelly on January 21.
He will be happy to tell you
about oyr MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT TRAINEE
PROGRAM, designed to tram
leader* to . . . LEAD. Tho e.
"eniive training and knowledge, you will acquire in the classroom and on the (ob, and mo
handsome dividends we offer will be tome of the areas you will
wont to discuss with in, Mr. Kelly can toll you where you wW begin,
but tince (hit position it the gateway to oil of our top-level
management positions, he con not toll you whore the executive
climb will end. Only your ability can tell us, that. A college degree
and o burning desire to succeed is necessary, experience isn't.
Executive level rewards tuch as an excellent salary, ttock owner•hip, group irauronce and much more are offered. Begin to convert
your potential, by talking to Mr. C P. Kelly on January H. efl
the first stop to on executive position

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP.

MONDAY, JANUARY 19, 1970

Math and
Science
Majors IBM will be
interviewing
on campus
Feb.10,11
If you're interested
in a career in
science and engineering,
programming, or marketing,
sign up at your
placement office.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

IBM

Math.

South EucUd-Lyndhurst City
Schools, O. - AU Areas.
Cleveland City Schools, O. All Areas.
Alexandria City Public
Schools, Virginia - All Areas.
JANUARY 22
Cleveland City Schools - AU
Areas.
Port Clinton Board of Ed., O. El. K.I . Health, Phys. Ed.,
Reading, Vocal Music, Lirbray Sci.
Metropolitan

Sen.

Dist,

of

tawrence Twp., Ind. - AU
Areas.
Akron Public Schools, 0. - El.
and Sec. Ed.
Lorain City Schools, O. - Open
Schedule.
MassiUon City Schools, O. -

Most Areas.
Sylvania City Schools, O. Most Areas.
Westerville Public Schools, O.
- El. el. Ed.
Dentral High School Dist., No
2, NY. - Most Areas.
JANUARY 23

On-campus Interviews

Convert your
executive

Sheffield-Sheffield Lake Local
School District. O. - El. Ed.,
Engl., Health, Phys. Ed.,
Math, Chem., Spanish,
French.
Revere Local Schools, O. - El.
Ed., Engl., Fr., Math, Music Vocal, Schience.
Revere Local Schools, 0. - El.
Ed., Engl.. Health, Phys. Ed.,

KENMORE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The Largest Suburban School District In

On January 21, You'll Hav* The
Opportunity To,

Ind. - Openings in most areas.
Chardon Local Schools, O. •
El. Ed., Middle Grades, High
School.

Weston Public Schools - Mas..
- All Areas.
Piqua City Schools, O. - Most
Areas.
Rockford Public Schools,
Mich. - Most Areas.
Forest Hills /Public Schools,
Mich. - El. Ed., Eng., Home
Ec, Fr., Math, Gen. Sci.,
Spec, Ed., Vocal Music.

We Need Your Help

The survey being taken In the Office of Career
Planning and Placement Services helps direct
Student Attitudes toward better company
recruitment programs.

IT IS HELPFUL

TO YOU
TO THIS UNIVERSITY
TO THE COMPANY
REPRESENTATIVES

BUT ONLY IF YOU HELP NOW
Take a questionnaire folder, given to you at the ti
e of your interview, and fill it out carefully. Instructions, an explanation, and a valuable
"Decision Table" wUl be provided.
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City awaits landfill decision

Nora ph«« ky »i».i«rf r„
CHARGED WITH premeditated murder are Sat. Charles E. Hutto, II,
(left), of Tullulah, La., and Pvt. Gerald Smith, M, Chicago. The charge*
stem from the alleged massacre at My Lai, South Vietnam, in March, in*.
Four soldiers have now been charged with crimes linked with the My Lai
incident.

Peking, Moscow
blasts in 'word war'
TOKYO(AP) -The
words between the
Union and Red China
up over the weekend

war of
Soviet
heated
with a

Millett defends
Ohio education
COLUMBUS (AP) - Ohio
Board of Regents Chancellor
John D. Millett yesterday
denied charges that Ohio's
higher education program is
inadequate.
Dr. Millett said Ohio "has
made great strides toward
catching up with the other
industrial states." He called a
news conference to "counter
unfounded charges that
nothing has been done during
the past decade for higher
education," he said.
Critics,
including
university officials and state
legislators, have charged that
Ohio isn't allocating enough
money for public higher
education.
Dr. Millett said Ohio has
increased enrollment per 1,000
population by 300 per cent
since 1960. The state now
ranks sixth in the country in
enrollment and 42nd in per
capita expenditures for higher
education.
Dr. Millett also said Ohio's
rank has risen since Gov.
James A. Rhodes took office
eight years ago. Ohio then
ranked 46th in the country in
per capita expenditures,
Millett said.

Chinese protest note accusing
the Russians of plotting to
create two Chinas and a
Russian broadside charging
the Chinese Communists with
"rabid anti-Sovietism."
Peking's official New
China News Agency reported
that the protest note delivered
in Moscow accused the Soviet
leadership of cooperating
"with U.S. imperialism in the
criminal plot of creating two
Chinas."
The evidence offered by the
Chinese was that news media
of "the Soviet revisionist

SAIGON (AP) - President
Nguyen Van Thieu called on
his nation yesterday to unite
against the enemy and said
"political sorcerers" are
trying to lead the South
Vietnamese astray.
Thieu told a radio and
television audience that the
Viet Cong and North Vietnamese "are stubbornly
demanding unconditional
withdrawal of U.S. forces and
establishment of a coalition
government in the South."
Sen. Tran Van Don and
Duong Van Big Minn, both
retired generals who helped
overthrow President
Ngo
Dinh Diem in 1963, have said
in recent months that neither
Thieu nor the Viet Cong
command a majority in South

cost is $3.50
for 8 lessons

Vietnam and that a middle
way, or third force, should be
found to draw the country
together.
Thieu reiterated his
government's offer to discuss
a ceasefire and to accept Viet
Cong participation in elections
to settle the war.
But he charged that the
enemy is intent on "savage
ambitions" and insists on
imposing a coalition government on Saigon.
Thieu said there have been
"no results" from 48 sessions
of the Paris peace talks and
said the North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong agreed to them
only because they wanted

• Those already oa tha waitiig
list pltast coatact tha UAO Office

A number of Plain
Township residents have been
fighting the county every inch
of the way, however, and they
hold a strong bargaining card.
A civil suit would tie the entire
matter up in court for some
time.
The

Sensible

Waste

SPORTSWEAR
SKIRTS, SLACKS, SUITS

BLOUSES 2.99 - 4.50
Lady arrow drrton oxford
reg. I-7.00

ACCESSORIES

1/4 - 1/3 OFF

SWEATERS

Stocking caps - >» price
Fur hoods one-third - '» off
Hat St glove sets onepthlrd off

1/2 PRICE
odds n ends - SO cents

LINGERIE

HOSIERY

"So where can we find
peace and how is the war
going to end?" he asked. ..
He suggested two possible
solutions-'Either the Communist aggressors must mend
their ways and end their
aggression, or the Communists must become sincere
and talk seriously with us so
that we can have genuine
results and peace is restored.''

by Hallegrove Vasserette

1/3 - 1/2 OFF
Bras, girdles, slips

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

SLEEPWEAR
P.J.'a qirh feet 4.66
reg. 7.00

Wool triangles - 79 rents
Gloves one-third - 'i off
Purses - 40 persrnt off
50 per cent off

JEWELRY & COSMETICS

1/4 - 1/30FF

bombing of North Vietnam
halted.
Citing a long list of optimistic sounding figures on
progress of the war in 1969,
Thieu said he still held little
hope for peace.

others 'i price or less

Stationery
Hair bonnets
Jewelry cases
Hosiery cases
Other Items

Nile shirts
shifts, long gowns

1/3 - 1/2 OFF

1/3

ROBES 1/3 - 1/2 OFF

40% OFFF
1/2 OFF

The Powder Puff
9:30 o.m. to 5:30 p.m.

525

Ridge

St.

Mon. thru Sot.

HOW TO GET
DOCTOR OF DIVINITY
DEGREE
Doctor of Divinity degrees are issued by
Universal Life Church, along with a 10-lesson
course in the procedure of setting up and
operating a non-profit organization.
For a
free will offering of $2* we will send yon, Immediately, all 10 lessons in one package along
with the D.D certificate.

Sign up now in the UAO
office on the 3rd floor
of the Union

Disposal Committee, composed of homeowners in the
vicinity of the proposed site,
claims the landfill would pose
a general health hazard,
devalue the property in the
area, pollute underground
water, and that the run-off
from the dump would go into
the Bowling Green water
supply.
The committee refuses to
disclose its plans concerning
the possibility of a suit.

out of town and it would
substantially minimize
hauling costs charged by
whichever firms wins the bid.

JANUARY CLEARANCE

Thieu calls for unity

UAO sponsored
Bridge Lessons
Lessons start
Jan. 14

renegade clique" have
described Formosa as a
country.
The Soviet counter-attack,
the third such verbal
broadside against the Chinese
in six days, was loosed Sunday
in the Communist party
newspaper Pravda.
'Militarization of the
country's entire life is under
way on the pretext of a Soviet
threat," Pravda wrote of
Communist China. It said the
Chinese press is teeming with
calls to' 'get ready for war and
natural calamities. . . intensify preparations for war."

should be charged for gar- county's gesture to purchase a
By Rich Bergeman
landfill site, which would be
bage.
Staff Reporter
used by all the towns in the
The "great garbage conCity Council has been county, before voting on the
troversy" of Bowling Green
and Wood County may soon be receiving letters from citizens measure.
The site which the Wood
discon tin over, and the townspeople protesting the
could be receiving garbage uation of the free collection County commissioners have
bills along with their electric and the institution of the new selected is a 152Mi-acre lot at
system, but the city cannot the corner of U.S. 6 and
and water tabs as a result.
Last fall due to State afford to continue the service. Tontogany Road in Plain
Both bills have received Township.
Health Department
requirements that all garbage three readings and are
The city endorses the site
nd rubbish must be dumped in currently tabled. Council is
a landfill, the city had to close awaiting the outcome of the because it is only a few miles
its open-pit dump.
Rubbish collection continues, nonetheless, with the
city storing the wastes in
available facilities until it can
And a permanent place to
dump the refuse.
Bowling Green has been
providing free collection and
disposal of rubbish for almost
20 years, while citizens have
had to hire private haulers to
dispose of their garbage.
The city has been unhappy
with the private firms for
some time however, because
of the firm's frequent
one group - $4.99 (alies to 20.001
disregard of health and safety
Wo.. Cape.
y^
Q^
regulations in hauling.
City Council, therefore,
drew up two supplementary
bills which would authorize
the safety service director to
v Necks, crew neck, turtle neck
enter into an exclusive contract with a private hauling
firm for the collection and
Bulky Knit Cardigans - >i price
y Neck cardigans
disposal of rubbish, garbage,
Golfer sweaters
aj, were %liM
and other wastes, including
certain industrial waste
Vests Knils and Wools
1/3 OFF
compounds.
The city would subsidize
part of the total cost of this
venture, but the rest would be
Adler panty hose
Maped Nylons 3 pr. 1.79
payed by the citizens. A for$1.59 - 1.71
reg. 1.00 pr.
mula would be applied to each
(reg $2.00 - 2.50
resident's water bill to apAdler Knee socks - Over the Knee socks
proximate the amount each
79 cents
)reg. 1.50 to 3.00

UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
BOX 6575
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA
33021

CRAZY O. GEORGE presents

PMlMf'9
Marty was born with a serious birth defect — most ol each urm missing.

" PAGLIAI'S' - FRESHEST DOUGH. GO. EAT IT."
-richard goldstelns, n.y. time
"DELIVERY IS ABSOLUTELY FREE ... BEAUTIFUL!"
-bes radio
"FIRST...AND ONLY...WITH FRESH GREEN PEPPERS AND ONIONS."
-true romances
"PORTABLE OVENS MAKE THE DELIVERY THE HOTTEST!"
-sunshine magazine
"the greatest variety since mama leeac*"."
-mama leone
"ROUSING, RHYTHMIC, RED CARPET LOUMGZ Villa
-david b. ebber
"!!!!!!!!EIGHT CARS! THE GREATEST!"
-(red yamaha

OPEN 4P.M. - 2A.M. DAILY
1004 S. Main St.
Ph. 353-1444-352-5177

Why' We don't know No one knows
But we do know that science can find out.
March ol Dimes-supported scientists wiped out polio. March of Dimessupported scientists will wipe out birth delects.
Help us help them.

Gire u> HwMAKVH OF MMES
PI BUSHED \s A PUBLIC SERVICE BY THE l«. NEWS
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AUTHORITY

Now on Sale
Everywhere
There • norrtln* mm truiteel

$1.95
alae available In herd (eve* by
D..H.a., t Co.. ...I, 1*70.

>4tAi Order C« SBI
Newspaper Enterprise Assn

JAC & DO'S
PIZZA
Buy a 12" or
14" Pizza *
Gel a 9" FREE!
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Tuas. + Wed.
ONLY
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61

9:00 p.m. - NET FESTUVAK:
"In Search of Hamlet." This
documentary looks at differing
"Hamlet"
interpretations.

" "
M

THURSDAY

9.

8:00 p.m. - WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW

•3
19

8:30
p.m.
NET
PLAYHOUSE: "Hamlle."
The film is based on the
production presented in the
National Theatre of Ghana.

H\ Archllwhl V. M.l.ees

JIIK KIIS N 0 .1 KIIIIS I ('.
I SAC A H K K II (i I V 7. :

9:30 p.m. - NET FESTIVAL:
"Trumpets of the Lord." This
musical adaptation of "God's
Trumpets" is set in the backwoods of the deep south.
Newe pholo by Phil HWIbt

' II /. V IK. NS II A A !"

11111114 with wider whiHs; now wronit way.

Whs.'

TO
DO
TODaY

t

BETA ALPHA PSI
Will meet from 4:30 to 5:30
p.m. in 210 Hayes Hall. Accounting help sessions will be
offered.
UCF
Will sponsor an informal
discussion by Dr. Harold
Taylor from 9 a.m. to noon in
the Faculty Lounge Union.

MIDDLE CLASS YOUTH
Will present the film "The
Salesman" at 7:30 and 9:30
p.m. in 201 Hayes Hall.
MATHEMATICS FILM
"Let Us Teach Guessing"
will be shown at 4 p.m. in 140
Overman Hall.
RIFLE CLUB
Will meet at 7 p.m. in the
east lounge Founders.
PHILOSOPHY CLUB
STUDENT RECREATIONAL
Will meet at 7:30 p.m. In
SWIM
the Alumni Room, Union.
Will be held from 6:30 to 8
1/Miis Katzner, professor of p.m. in the Natatorium.
philosophy, will lead a
discussion of "Minorities:
Their Functions and Their
Rights."

Graduation
applications

GERMAN HELP SESSIONS
Will be held from 4 to 5 pin
in the German Department,
Shatzel Hall.
FALOONETTES
Will meet at 9:30 p.m in
the Ice Arena

Call 352-5149
For Fail, Free
Delivery
(You Musi Mention
You Read This
Ad To Qualify I

WBGU program highlight* for
the week.

9:00p.m. - INTERNATIONAL
MAGAZINE: Great events
and human interest stories
from around the globe will be
featured.

■1:

64
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TUESDAY

8:30p.m -BOOKBEAT: John
D. MacDonald, "Dress Her In
Indigo," is the guest author.

Saturday'* rryptitjtTam: Women weal swim-
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7:00 p.m. - FIRING LINE:
William Buckley's guests are
Dr. Frank Ayd, Jr. and Dr.
Allan Guttmacher who will
discuss
"Abortion and
Abortion Laws."
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PUZZLE

Restless
Ones"
are

Coming!

Excellent
Investment
Opportunity

Persons who expect to
receive baccalaureate degree
in March 1970, and have not
filled an application for
graduation should do so immediately
in 110
Administration Building.

Toledo residents eligible
for Alumni scholarship
All University students
from the greater Toledo area
are eligible to apply for a
$250 scholarship offered by
the Bowling Green Alumni
Club of Greater Toledo.
The scholarship Is in
memory of Harold "Andy"
Anderson, long time teacher,
coach and athletic director of
the University.
This is the seventh year the

award has been made. Last
year, two scholarships were
awarded.
The criteria used by the
scholarship selection committee includes financial need
academic achievement,
campus activities
and
leadership potential.
Applications may be
picked up at the Office of
Financial Aid and the Alumni

Eitnits ■r.pir.

CcMipUS pro/ecf

foriGMi-.t

aids community

TKa
fin ail*, of
nl the
tkn Miss
Uista.
The finals
BGSU Pageant wUl be held
Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom, Union.
The 10 finalists will be
selected from among the 20
girls representing dormitories
and sororities on Thursday
evening at 7:30 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom.
Rehearsals for the pageant
are being held from 6 to 10
p.m. each evening this week in
the Historical Room, Union.
Categories for the Judges'
voting include evening gown,
swim suit and talent competition. Judging of evening
gown and swim suit competition will be held prior to
Thursday evening.
The pageant is sponsored
by Alpha Tau Omega.

ALPHA CHI
SAYS
Bolatmd Happy Birthday,
Mom!

YOUR GIRLS

V1AVIR
93.5
UNDERGROUND

PROVEN HOTTEST PRIME COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY IN B.G.
3M FOOT FRONTAGE NEXT TO DORSEY
DRUGS, GOLDEN CUE AND STERLINGS, ON
R.R. STREET.
WILL SELL AR ANY PART, BUILD OR
LEASE.

PHONE 352-4045

Phi Delta Theta Alumni
CONGRATULATE THE ACTIVE
CHAPTER FOR WINNING THE

1969 ALL-SPORT
TROPHY

The Findlay Project is
open to any qualified
University student interested
in developing teacher skills in
all grade and subject levels.
The year-old project is an
independent effort involved in
teacher training and schoolcommunity development in
Cygnet, Ohio.
The project works through
Elmwood School where
members participate in both
academic and extracurricular
activities.
Courses are offered in
English, math, science and
history. The voluntary participation has been accepted

*■»
The BG Nan
106 I'mversltv Hall
1)1*1372.2710

House. They must be returned
to the Alumni House by
February 14.
Recipients will be notified
by February 20, and the
awards will be made at the
Toledo Club "Key Night"
Dinner, February 28.
Additional information
may be obtained from the
Alumni Office.

*

as a functional part of the
curriculum, and is based on
helping rural children achieve
their individual potentials.
Teacher assistance is given
in the elementary and
physical education classes.
Extracurricular activities
which would otherwise be
unavailable are offered
through the project These
include
a
creative
photography club and an all
sports club.
Students interested in the
project should contact Sue
Arnold, project director, in 440
East, 2-5919.

Apt for I to I students, male
or female, available Jan. is.
W per student per month, 3*4-

ati

Male roommate wanted for
winter and spring at Greenview ApU Call 352-22*2,
between 4 and I pm

The campus page is
a new service to the
University community.
Previously, space would
not accommodate the
many announcements
submitted to the News.
With our expansion to a
full-eixe format, we are
now able to devote a
page daily to announcements, puzzles,
pictures and the many
other shorts of Interest
to the University.
The News welcomes
this new opportunity to
better serve the campus
and invites readers to
make use of the page.
Announcements and
information of interest
to the
University
community should be
delivered to the News
Office, or mailed to
Daneene Fry, BG News
106 University Hall.

Apology
Compton Hall extends a
public apology to all those
residents whose windows were
broken in the disturbances
last week, and especially to
the person who was hurt.
Reparations for damages
were made,
said Fred
George, Compton resident
advisor.

S.ppl.M.lt ■••is
■or* coitriiitioit
Anxiety la editing a
Literary Supplement.
Help prevent a student
from getting an ulcer.
Contributions are now
being accepted for the end of
January issue. It come* out
the end of January. Original
poetry, fiction, and art work
will be considered if deposited
in 106 University Hall. The BG
News staff hangs out there,
too. Don't let them bother you.

#9 needs contributions
Contributions for Number 9 are accepted daily at the BG
News office, 106 University Hall. Sketches, creative
photographs, short stories, book, record and movie reviews and
free verse writings are needed. Any student may submit entries
for consideration. F.OR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION,
CONTACT Barb Jacola in the BG News office.

CLaSSIFIED -3KMCprivilataa. 151-5161

For Rant: Fumiahad room
close to campus, full house
Ratee: 1.40par Una per day j privileges. 351-5161.
Unaa minimum, average of s
words per line.
R nominate wanted: 221
Deadline*: 5 p.m two days ManvUle. 35J4M3
before date of publication
The BG Newa reeervee the BUSIN ESS AND PERSONAL
right to edit or reject any
classified
advertisement Boy! The Mu'a are so glad
placed.
Santa left Mrs. Martin to be
their houaa-mother! So glad
Printed arrora. which In the you're our*. Mom!
Newa' opinion deter from the
»*!« of the advertisement. WATCH FOR "the ReaUeaa
wUl be rectified free of charge On**".
If reported in person within 41
hours of publication
Debbie Kay. Sweetness,
kindneea and law are rarely
FOR SALE OR RENT
found in one Thanks for being
around. Love. Charlie.
For Sale, human hair (all call
Lee J43-.3S2
Alpha Phi congratulates
Diana and Mark on thetr
Single room for male student mamage and Barb 4 Ashley.
Phone 312-73*5
Cindy 4 Gardey. Lean ?
Wayne, Julia 4 Jo* on tbasr
Must seU: IH7 Volvo Great engagementa.
Shape, 115*0, 352-021*
Cathy: Thanks (or all the
Wanted two male roommates BDay goodies!' You're the
for winter 4 spring qtrs. • Apt. greatest uttle ever' Lav va tl, Greenview after 4.
Mary.
Wanted garage cloaa to
Founders will rent thru June,
call Kay J73-JW3

Campus page

"The ResUesa Ones"
coming!
Mr. Snow Ha. ha; ho, ho, hee,
hee; more to come - Sarah.
Congratulationa Gardy and
Cindy on your Engagement •
PDT.
Chuckle: Would you like to
hear ray bard call' It means I
love you. Your Dab.

^ »"" sat*, m* Csrby en atatr

engagement
Sherri and Bob - Congrats on
your Phi Tau pinning ■ Love,
P. M. and J.
The Brothers of Phi Kappa
Tau offer their
congratulations to: Fred 4
Linda - engagement; . JOEL
41 Susie - engagement; Jay a
Mart-pinning; Bob 4 Sherry,
pinning; Rick 4 Mary Beth lavaliering; Tim 4 Mary lavallarlng; Jeff 4 Kathy lavaliering; Gary 4 Sm ■
lavaliering; Dave 4 Delia •
lavaliering.
We love you Charlie - Our
Kappa Sig - Love. Marcia,
Debbie.
Babysitter Wanted, two afternoons par week, provide
own transportation if possible
Call I7M43I.
Juniors and Seniors -Would
you like to make M salary
plus commission and expenses
for li bra. par week?? If you
would, and have car and nee I
appearance, aaa Mr. Dean.
Howard Johnson's. Tut*. Jan.
13 at 2 or 7:10 PM.
Congratulations Beth 4 Tom
on your engagement. Bast
Wishes L 4 J.
The Brothers of Kappa Sigma
congratulate John Bachey on
winning
his
district's
Student teachers welcome,
roams in private boma, kitchen priveleges. laundry
strtlMUa aftar 5. 4H-37W
FwaBay. Ohio

Welcome back MuV Gat
psyched for Winter Quarter''
Congratulations Iinda. Pun,
and
Gwen
on
your
engagements

Congratulaliona Bonnie on
your Tau Kappa Epailon
lavaliering - Your Alpha Delt
Sisters.
Congratulaliona and best
wishes Linda and Joe. Your
Pledge Sisters
Ride available to and from
Findlay - Lima daily. 352-5774
Need men to work for the
Stonegate Co. Minimum
salary of OS per weak for 12
hours of work. Contact Steve
J71-4145 or Bill 151-1175
Congratulationa Dave on your
Alpha Phi Omega ActhraUonLarry.
Mam pott, (alia* Jumper
women), stay sweet, don't
change, the world needs your
cype. Love Charlie,

Dressmaking and alterations
at my home, reasonable Call
Kathi 3J4«*3
The Betas congratulate
"Will!" and Kathy on their
recent Beta lavaliering.
Molly Mu sex: Santa sure was
good this Christmas' Linda
got her diamond from Jerry,
Penny got a SAE pin from
Steve, Beth got one. too. from
Ron, and Lambie got bar
Theta Chi pin from Dickie on
New Year's Eve! Bast wishes
to all!
Good News'....Molly M* la
back again' Too bad no one
guessed my identity last
quarter, maybe this quarter!
Good Luck Barb for Miss
BGSU. We're all behind you!
Gamma Phi's.
New York to London - Summer Vacation trips - Round
Trip !1M. Now filling ■ small
deposit and payments - send
for tree details. Student Glove
Roamera.
Boa
6575
Hollywood. Florida Ma.

Best wishes Debbie and Chuck
on your engagement. Love is a
vary special feeling Your
Alpha Delt Sisters

Jim- So you finally decided to
Give Kathy your A Phi O PinCongratulations

Wanted: Expert typist to type
graduate level papers If
interested, please call 354-5053
between 5 and I pen.

Molly Ma congratulates Dee
Montgomery - Phi Ma'a
contribution to Who's lib* I
We're as vary proud

Congratulations Sue and BUI
on your Beta lavalierlrej! Cupid.
■Goad Lock A HUO Pledgee
oatrutf "Hell W***''-Yeavr

LOST AND FOUND
Lost 1 Billfold In Utindromat
near BG Book Store. KEEP
THE MONEY, bat I NE«C
THE IDs. OH 1-13*1. HC
OIJKSTIOKS ASKED.
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leers slack off, finish losers
By JACK CARLE
Sports Writer
"So near and yet so far"

Falcons fall
to Clarkson

FADING RAPIDLY out of the picture is Falcon
Rick Allen (7) with a helpful shove from his St.

S

N.wi photo by Klrl Babudor

Clair opponent.

Wrestlers reach extremes
It was as if someone from
above had just shot down a
mighty Falcon in mid-flight.
On Friday night the
Falcon mat men overpowered
Marshall University 35-3 only
to be outmuscled by Ohio
University, 34-5 the following
afternoon.
The only bright spot for
the Falcons was George Kirkwood who pinned his Marshall
opponent at 1:14 and edged his
OU adversary 4-2.
"I'm a little disappointed
with
our performance
against OU, but by no means
am I discourgaed," said head
Falcon wrestling coach Bruce
Bellard.
"I saw enough this
weekend that leads me to
believe that we will be a major
factor in the conference."
Against Marshall the
Falcons jumped off to an early
18-0 lead after the first three
matches as Mark Contos,
George Kirkwood and Dave
»HW«W e«$,pgk!erad pins
and Jim Meyers added a 9-4
, decision.

The next three bouts saw
three more Falcon mat men
win by a decision: Mike Clark
8-2, Terry Dillon 8-0 and Butch
Faulk 6-1.
Bill Nucklos continued
BG's mat mastery has he
pinned his oppenet at 7:29.
Ben Patti then followed with a
9-6 decision to give the
Falcons a 35-0 lead.
BG's shutout was lost in
the final match of the evening
as heavyweight Steve Hardy
was edged by Marshall's Mike

litraairal notes
Entries for IM basketball
are due today at 5 p.m. in the
IM office. Meetings for
managers will be held in 202
Memorial Hall on following
dates: Fraternity mgrs.,
Wednesday at 4 p.m.; off
campus and residence hall
mgrs., Thursday at 7 p.m.;
and frosh mgrs. Thursday at 4
p.m.
Officials are still needed fr
IM basketball.

UAO SPONSORED
Mens' and Womens'
Bowling Leagues
Men's League begins at 7:00 p.m. on Wed., Jan 14
Women's League begins at 8:3* p.m. on Tuesday,
Jan »
Sign up in the UAO Office by teams or as individuals,
or call '-32343 or 2-2344
Price Is J7.00 for 7 weeks (shoes Included)

payable the first night
Participants for the Annual Association
of College Unions Games Tournament at
Ohio State will be chosen in these
leagues

Bankston 3-1.
"Believe it or not, we beat
one of the better teams in
Marshall's history," said
coach Bellard. "Everyone did
a fine job."
OU's Bobcats were a
different story as they simply
outwrestled the Falcons 34-5.
"OU was just plain
mentally and physically
tougher than us," explained
coach Bellard.
"They out
hustled us."
"They are probably the
best wrestling team we'll face
all year in a dual meet,"
added Bellard.
Things began on a bad
note as Mark Contos was
leading in his match 2-0 when
he made one bad move and
found himself pinned at 2:11.
"I don't think even if
Contos would have won it
wouldn't have made a difference in the outcome of the
meet, but it would have made

the score a little closer," said
coach Bellard.
The Bobcats registered
four pins in the 118. 158, 190,
and heavyweight divisions
respectively.
The only other Falcon
points besides George Kirkwood's 4-2 decision was Mike
Clark's draw with OU's Bob
Tscholl.
Mike was leading 7-6 with
seven seconds left, but when
the final buzzer sounded the
referee walked over to the
scorer's table and awarded
Tscholl a point because he
said Clark was stalling the
match during the final
seconds.
"OU potentially has the
best team in the MAC," said
coach Bellard."They will
probably not get much better,
but you can be sure BG will
"This is one of the better
groups of wrestlers we've ever
had at Bowling Green."

The Falcons dropped their
sixth game in a row
last
night to a tough Clarkson team
that came back from a 2-0
deficit to win 4-3 over BG T he
same two teams meet tonight
in a 7:30 rematch.
Despite hard shots on goal
neither Bowling Green or the
Clarkson Golden Knights
could hit the scoring column.
The quiet beginning was
followed by an explosive
second quarter that produced
five tallies ar.J a 3-2 Bowling
Green lead.
BG scored
first when
Dennis Murphy knocked in an
unassisted goal with only 1:27
gone in the period. Owen
Freeman on assists from
Gordon Mcosh and Bruce
Blyth caught Clarkson for the
second goal. This handed the
Falcons a 2-0 lead with 6:56
gone. The visitors were
playing man down due to a
penalty.
Clarkson returned the
favor when BG landed an icer
in the penalty box.
They tempted the Falcons
with scoring chance late in the
period minus two players to
penalties. They evaded the
problem temporarily but BG
finally capitalized with
Clarkson still one man down.
McCosh hit on assists from
Chuck Gyles and Glen Shirton.
The
visitors
again
narrowed the margin to one
smacking in a goal with 1:20
left.
The third period was
scoreless for seven minutes
until Clarkson knotted the
score at 3-3. The Golden
Knights then moved ahead to
stay four minutes later on a
goal that went through
Badone's legs.

PIZZA
1616 E. Wooster Street
in the New Stadium Plaza

TWO FREE COKES
WITH ANY SIZE
PIZZA TONIGHT!
TUES. JANUARY 13

For

free delivery

can 352-5221

That could be the motto of
this year's Falcon hockey
team as the BG leers dropped
another close one 3-2 Friday
night to the
Saint Clair
College Saints.
The Falcons were first
to score in the contest but had
a bad third period and
dropped their tenth game in
fifteen starts and fifth game in
a row.
"The puck just won't go
into the net for us," said
Falcon coach Jack Vivian
after the game. "I've never
coached a team in a slump as
bad as the one we are in," said
Vivian.
The pressure was on St.
Clair goalie Paul Chandler the
entire game as he had to make
42 saves. The Falcons also
had several shots hit the posts
of the net and also had one
shot hit the top crossbar but
none would dent the nets for a
score.
Several Falcon skaters
also missed breakaway attempts on goal with only
goalie Chandler back on
defense.

Rifle club nips
Toledo ROTC
The rifle club upped its
overall record to 5-3 grabbing
a match from the University
of Toledo ROTC team by a
scant three points.
Bowling Green emassed
1228 points to 1225 for the
hosts.
Toledo was the
championship team of the
Southern Michigan Northern
Ohio ROTC Conference last
year.
The top five scores for BG
were: Bill Green 258, Tom
Grachek 248. Max Church 246,
Brian Freeburne 239, and Tim
Kardatzke 237.

Paul Galaski Bowling
Green goalie had 15 saves but
two of the Saints scores came
while BG was one man down
as a result of penalties.
The first Falcon score
came at 3:38 of the first period
with Dave Kearney putting
BG one top 1-0 with an assist
from Tom Snyder. The Saints
also scored in the first period
on a goal by Doug Queen.
The Falcons again moved

on top 2-1 when Dennis
Murphy knocked in a score
with assists from Rick
Thompson and Rick Allen. It
was Murphy's first goal of the
year, and it came at 8:27 of the
second period while St. Clair
was one man down.
The Saints tied the score
and moved ahead in the third
period with goals by Doug
Coulter and Andy Stewart.
Both times BG was one man
down because of penalities.

Tankers swamped
in season opener
By Jim Miller
Sports Writer
A strong Cincinnati iwlm team handed Bowling Green a 72-32
loss in the Falcons opening duel meet of the season last Saturday.
Despite the setback head coach Tom Stubbs was pleased with
a few brightspots. Co-captain Bill Zeeb picked up two firsts, with
wins In the 200 yard and 500 yard freestyle events.
Frank Mutz captured the 1000 yard freestyle in time of
11:01.9 Stubbs explained, Frank turned in an excellent time for
this early in the year."
The Bearcats jumped out to an early lead with a victory in
the 400 yard medley relay and were never headed.
Stubbs was also happy with freshman Wayne Chester's first
place tie in the diving competition. "Less than one point
separated Tom Walter, who finished fourth, from the winning
divers," said Stubbs.
Cincinnati's Rick Goff established a pool record in winning
the 200 yard butterfly with a time of 2:02.0, breaking the old
mark of 2:03.6.
BG's Tom Wolfe also drew praise from Stubbs after his
performance in the 200 yard freestyle. "Tom's previous best
time had been 1:59.0. but today he went 1:56.1."
"For an opening meet, the team performed fairly well,"
admitted Stubbs. But he added, "I was unhappy with a few
aspects of the contest."
The Falcons will have little time to reflect on the loss, with
two tough meets at home this weekend.
Friday afternoon, powerful Ohio U. invades. The Bobcats are
fresh from their first place finish in the MAC relays. Last season
BG dropped a 68-44 decision to the visitors.
Saturday the tankers host Kenyon at 2:00. These two teams
battled to a 52-52 deadlock last season.

EN CONCERT:

The Grand Funk Railroad
Plus
The Ohio Power
At
The Upstairs Ballroom
(Filmore Of The Mid-West)
318 N. Elizabeth Lima, Ohio
Saturday, January 24
2 Shows - 7-10
No Age Limit
10:30-1:00
17 or older
\
1st show- $3.00
2nd show- $3.50
mail orders to:
Grand Funk
1176 W. Woyne Lima, Ohio

THE BROTHERS OF

SALE
25% OFF
One and two-sided mother of pearl necklaces
Beautifully designed trays
Flower vases (handmade and handpalnted)
Persian Lamb Hats - perfect for winter weather
Tablecloths - various shapes and sixes
Handpalnted material - S'xt'

Vatan's Import Gifts
166 S. Main

VILLAGER
SKIRTS - SWEATERS

SIGMA CHI
CONGRATULATE THEIR
SWEETHEART

1/3 OFF

Bowling Green

UAO SAYS

SUPPORT
FAT
TUESDAY!

yesterday were $13 to 828!
Best-seller wool skirts and sweaters by
the famous Villager. The season's most
popular styles In great pastel colors.
Broken sixes, from 8 to II. Give your
«ardrobe a boost - and save!

LASALLE^S

Marie Kristoff

Delta Gamma
AND ATTENDANTS

MARIBETH SEMBACH AND
MARILYN COSTA
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We/come Mid -Am, bye-bye former no. 9
By Gary Davis
Sports Editor

Nowi photo by hirt Bobudor

THE LITTLE game ol keep away became dangerous for Onioas
time ran out their hopes lor any comeback against the Falcons.

A record crowd proves
the not so silent majority
By Denny White
Assistant Sports Editor
It was not a good night (or bomb
scares, stink bombs, fires, or anything
forcing movement from your seat, if you
had one in the crowded confines of Anderson Arena Saturday night.
The distinction between Anderson
Arena and Memorial Hall became
clearer to many fans who arrived after 7
p.m. were lucky to get as close to the
action as the exits on the second floor. A
new first row at courtside was created by
some of the late arrivals which still
complied with the referees' request for a
three-foot boundary between the court
and the crowd.
Assistant Athletic Director Don
Cunningham had to reverse his memory
seven years to recall a crowd as large as
the 5.734 people that winked at the
Falcons' convincing 85-65 victory over
ninth ranked Ohio University. On a
February night in 1963, top ranked
l-oyola of Chicago appeared in Anderson
Arena before a standing room only
audience and left a 95-72 loser.
Realizing before the game that a
capacity crowd was waiting to marvel at
a top-ten ranked team, the Falcons put
pride in their game plan, decided to
ignore the program, and play the leading
roll themselves.
• We knew alot of people came to see
OV because they're ninth ranked, not to
see u.J, so we wanted to show them what
wi knew we could do," said Kich Walker,
whe enjoyed maybe his best shooting
game ever.
Reserve guard Denny Cavanaugh
who pulled down a rebound seconds aftei
entering the game, credited the big
emotional crowd with giving him the
adrenalin which seemed to resist
weariness despite the pressing type
defease He; was using.
Assistant coach Jim McDonald
pointed out that the excessive noise is not
too bothersome to the players in the
game, but suggested that the Bobcats
were probably upset by it since they
never led in the game. "The players
become kind of oblivious to the cheering
and noise, except when you're losing,"
said McDonald.
For freshman player Jeff Booms, it
was a unique experience, because his
first home game was witnessed almost it
ints entirety by close to 6,000 people, and
he also realized that the majority of the
fans were not there to see the frosh team
play the Eastern Michigan junior varsity.
'We thoovht if we showed them
something tonight they would come back

again," said Booms, who shared a
thunderous round of applause with his
teammates after their impressive high
scoring triumph, which certainly set the
tempo for the varsity.
If so many came to see a ninth ranked
club, will they return to see a team that
beat a ninth ranked club by 20 points,
tomorrow night against Kent State, or in
future home games?

A string of players with bowed heads
filed mechanically through the hallway
to the solitude of the lockeroom. The door
went shut and sounds from within were
non-existant.
Only two inches of metal could protect
them from the frenzied cheering outside;
an ugly reminder of the freshly experienced humilation.
"Bowling Green is a fine team, they
Just kicked the devil out of us," said
Bobcat coach Jim Snyder.
And that's all he said before making a
hasty and almost unnoticed departure.
He must have
felt it was an
adequate summary of how the Falcons
had dissected his ninth ranked Cats,
strong point by strong point.
There have been victories over Big
Ten teams and a MAC championship in
the last four years but you must make
room at the top somewhere for this 85-65
win. The perfection of execution and
intensity of defensive pressure was
stretched over the full 40 minute span of
the Falcons' Mid-American conference
opener.
"We didn't do anything different, Just
put five people
for 40 minutes," said
Falcon coach Bob Conibear. "We Just
tried to play our basketball game." It
was a philosophy strangely similar to
that echoed by his players.
The Falcons put the visiting Bobcats
down from the start as Rich Walker and
Bob Quayle hit field goes for a 4-0 lead.
BG never allowed the Cats to get up,
pulling gradually away from the two
point spread with 18:37 to go. Bowling
Green never fell behind in the contest
and, courtesy of a phenomenal man-toman defense, Ohio never seriously
threatened.
"We were worried that they might
physically wear us out," said coach
Conibear. "They have to be the most
powerful physical team of any we faced
this season."
While Walker set the pace offensively,
Jim Penix typified the aggressive
defensive play, picking off eight of his 11
rebounds In the first half. He recklessly
challenged the much taller Bobcats
under the boards and set a pattern his
teammates were to follow.
The trio of Penix, Dan McLemore and
Jim Connally forced their counterparts
away from the basket and endured the
physical punishment dished out by the
Bobcats. Ohio may have been confidently
waiting for BG to ease-but they never
did. The only toll recorded by the Falcons
were dangerous foul counts with seven
minutes remaining.
"The biggest thing that worried us
was the foul," said Conibear.
The Falcons lost two starters in the

wanning minutes and Connally was on the
verge of following. The cushion was too
much through and Bowling Green
finished unscathed.
It's hard to defend against 55 per cent
shooting accuracy.
Neither of Ohio's excellent guards
John Canine or Ken Kowall could keep
check on Walker. Rich ranged all over
the backcourt for 20 points on a blistering
10 of 12 shots. The Bobcats were dizzy in
the aftermath of the scoring barrage that
included Connally's 20 points,
Mcl^more's 16 and Henix's 15.
It was a signal that the nine point
margin Bowling Green held at the half
would not dissipate under any burning
comeback by the Cats.
Ohio expected the Falcons to slow
down and protect their lead in the second
half. But a steal and layup by Penix to
open the acton sent the Falcons off and
running for a 51 point half after 34 in the
first.
The visitors were continually
harassed by the hawking man defense
and failed to make any adjustments to
cope with it. They were disturbed,
shaken and defeated.
A couple of innovations heightened the
Falcons in rolling over the Bobcats.

SPOfTS

Walker returned to the guard slot for the
first time this season and Penix started
at forward. Jim keyed a strong
rebounding game and added another
potent outside shot. Rich in bringing his
18 point average out front, provided a
threat that helped loosen Connally inside.
Walker also provided a sterling defensive
effort along with Quayle to prevent the

Ohio guards from effectively directing
theBobcatattack. .
Bowling Green stretched their lead to
23 points on several occasions before
settling for the game ending 20 point
margin.
The Falcons sport a 5-4 record and the
MAC lead, while Ohio drops to 9-2 on the
season.

On second thought

Who'd of thought
By Gary Davis
Sports Editor
Who would have thought-Bowling Green over Ohio University.
Apparently only two coaches and 10 sky high players, and some of them may have
been faking it. But not even these people could have forecasted the final margin of 8565.
"We figured we could up by three or four points and ward them off," said head
coach Bob Conibear. But he gave a negative nod to any thoughts of a 20 point spread.
Obviously if the coach and players entered the game confident of victory, they
were disregarding the Bobcats no. 9 ranking. They were obviously over-looking those
four wins over Big Ten competition, too.
Or is it so obvious?
The coaching staff and players chose instead a pretty much cut and dry approach.
To
them Ohio was big, strong on rebounding, and balanced on scoring. But
foremost-Ohio was a MAC team.
"We knew we had to play hard and that we couldn't give up." said Falcon center
Jim Connally. "We started out hard to beat them and they never did catch up."
"We expected to win," added guard Rich Walker who poured in 20 points. "We Just
went out to play our basketball game and not force our shots."
"This iust could be an indication that the MAC is real strong," said Walker. "O
hio is tough, and so
IS Miami and Toledo. All the teams are tough."
He probably expressed it best when he suggested that the Big Ten victories for
Ohio were not a strong measuring stick for a national ranking. All the conference
teams have either been beating their Big Ten opponents or playing on an equal level.
Forward Jim Penix reminisced about a Falcon team that rolled up three wins over
Big Ten teams only to flob against league teams.
"I can remember when Walt (Piatkowski) played as a sophomore and beat three
Big Ten teams," said Penix, "it didn't mean much because they had a rough time in
the MAC."
In a sense, both Pemix and Walker are forecasting, hard trail of MAC games if tht
team's title aspirations are to be realized.
"We can't let down now," said Walker' "We have to go at Kent like we did against
Ohio tonight."
Connally echoed Rich's thoughts about the rough road ahead, but admitted that the
win would prove to the other teams that OU can be beat.
So respectful though, are coach and players of the overall balance of the league
that they repeatedly conveyed the impression that the other teams never doubted it
would happen.

Bowling Green (85)
Walker 10*20, McLemore 5*16, Connally 7-6-20, Quayle 1-3-5, Rodeheffer 0-77, Penix 6-3-15, Hennessey 1-0-2, Totals
30-2545.
Ohio University (65)
Canine 5-3-13, Kowall 36-12, Love 4-1-9,
McDivitt 3-3-9, Groff 4-4-12, Parker 1-24,
Corde 1-0-2, Hunter 1-0-2, Wolf 1-0-2,
Totals 23-1945.
Score by Halves
BG 34 51-85
OU 25 40-65

Young Fa/cons
mince Eastern
in flying start
HELPING TO maintain the Falcons momentum
is Sid Rodeheffer (21) in a substitute role. Sid

PROVING
desire is
outleaping
Groff. He
Falcons to

A lint* taller in
Dan McLemore
the Cats Dave
was one of four
hit doubt* figures.

The crowd sat in anticipation of things
to follow.
Suddenly the evening was off to a
Hying start. The BG freshmen were
beating the Eastern Michigan JV's. The
score threated to reach triple figures and
the fans were frantically applauding
every effort the frosh made to hit the
century mark.
The final buzzer sounded and the BG
frosh settled for a 96-73 trouncing of the
visitors.
"The tremendously large crowd had a
definite effect on us," said coach John
Piper. "It really got us off to a good star
t." Six players hit double figures foe
the baby Falcons, including Dalynn
Badenhop who had a game high of 27
points. Other men hitting twin figures
were Tom Scott 15, Al Russ 14, Jeff
Booms 13, and Tom Perrine and Tom
Babi 10. Jeff Lessig added seven points to
round out the scoring.
"I was especially pleased with the fine
performance of Tom Babik who did not
start, but did an excellent Job substituting for either Russ or Lessig,"
added coach Piper.
Booms led the BG frosh with 11
rebounds as the baby Falcons held a 43-39
edge on the boards.
In their season opener, the baby
Falcons traveled to Ann Arbor where
they felt the pressure of the Big Ten as
they were dealt a 112-86 setback by the
Michigan University freshmen.

brives on OU's John Canine. He didn't hit from
the field but canned seven free throws.

Surprise starter riddles Bobcats,
forecasts new team beginning
Sitting on the edge of the lockeroom
bench, Jim Penix gained what repose he
could in the aftermath of the stunning
annihilation of ninth ranked Ohio
University.

MAC standings
Bowling Green
Toledo
1 0
Miami
1 1
Ohio
I l
Western
0 0
Kent
0 2

I

0

He had made his first start of the
season and responded with 15 points and
11 rebounds carrying his portion of the
Falcon attack at the Bobcats' strong
point. Penix challenged the physical
aggressiveness of the towering Cats and
grabbed off the important stray shots
and canned his long jumpers between
frequent visits to the floor.
Like Penix, the entire Falcon squad
challenged the Bobcats and never
lessened the intensity of their defensive
or attack while absorbing a grueling
physical punishment.
"We can play like this all the time,"
said Penix.
"It's been there, everything has been
there," he said. "It's just a matter of
listening to the coaches. They told us if
we didn't go to the boards it would be all
over."
"This is a beginning for the team, this
is one we earned," he said. But the senior
forward was reserved about any
predictions.
"They got us picked for number fourand we nave nine more to go," was all he
said.

MOVING INTO position again
is Jim Penix who was the man
in the right spot against Ohio in
the 85-65 win.

